Lifetime Recovery and Re-use Guarantee

The value of performance for generations to come

PowerBase Reprocessing

- Recycled Content (EPP)
  Re-use resin as new PowerBase panels

- Grinding and Extrusion of Resins for Recycling

- Factory Manufactures
  Brock EPP Foam

- Ship to General Contractor

- Athletic Field Installation
  Field Replacement after Up to 25 Years

- Turf Removal and Disposal

- Ship Back to Brock Factory

- Brock Stacked on Pallets

- Sorting and Cleaning Process
Everyone wants a healthier, cleaner world. And yes, we are “tree huggers” from Colorado. But our clients care about the environment and the legacy they leave behind. Which is why Brock International drove to achieve the only Cradle to Cradle product Certifications in the industry: So our clients can feel good about choosing value over price, and making the most responsible long term decision for their community. The day the material is no longer needed, it can be recovered and begin a new life as high quality products ranging from food containers to furniture. Unlike ground-up foam chunks, our proprietary, food grade Code 5 Polypropylene is an asset that can, and should be used over and over again, not down-cycled into inferior and ultimately useless materials that end up in a landfill. (Seriously, can you imagine throwing away that much stuff?) Brock’s proven process from recovery to re-use, without burning or down-cycling, preserves resources for future generations, and for schools, parks, and universities who care about them. And by being proudly Made in the USA, shorter transport, less fuel use and lower CO2 emissions all result in a more positive environmental impact.

Because we can, and should, build a better field.

Products should leave a positive mark on the world

This certifies it

Cradle to Cradle Certified® now integrated as Key Element of LEED Green Building Program